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Dinners with Mr. Blair 
Food Committee Initiates 
Program to Handle Service 
The FO?<i Committee will soon initiate a program in which the 
students ~Ill be ~ble to speak directly to Mr. Blair, manager of 
Servo~abon-Mathias, and air any specific complaints they have 
rega~dmg any aspect of the food service. Based on a highly successful 
m~tmg held recently, the Food Committee is making plans to invite 
thrrtr students to meet with Mr. Blair in the Faculty Lounge after the 
even_mg meal and tell him their feelings about that meal as well as the 
quahty of the food service in general. -------------
The meetings will be held as formulated by the Food 
often as possible and different Committee to investigate more 
students will be allowed to at- specific areas of discontent. The 
tend. ·The Food Committee hopes questionnaire will ask for definite 
that this program will help Mr. complaints about specific types of 
Blair to improve the food in the food. The results of a survey 
specific areas of student dis- distributed to the day students 
satisfaction, as well as give him concerning the snack bar were 
the opportunity to refute unfair tabulated and also made available 
charges and -explain the purpose of to Servo':Ilation-Mathias. 
his company's policies. • Late~ m the_semester, t~e Food 
The Committee tabulated the Committe~ ~dl once _agau~ pass 
results of the food service out the ongmal questionnaire to 
questionnaire and presented the dete~mi!le if Servomatio~­
results to Mr. Larson in a meeting Math_Ias IS more successful m 
with him on March 4. Randy Roth, meetmg the needs of the students. 
Student Senate President also The members of the Food 
met privately with Mr. Blair who Committee are ready at all times 
had been unable to attend the to listen to the complaints and 
March 4 meeting due to illness and suggestions of the students. 
emphasized the vast amount of WORK ON SCHEDULE 
student dissatisfaction with the f~r~e~!~~erwasalsogivena Ranger Weekend Set for Opening of Campus 3.2 Bar 
copy of the results of the survey 3.2 Beer Bar Chairman John Budinger has announced that the Business Office, but present plans maintenance, and the Beer 
and appeared to be quite opening date for the bar on campus will be April 25, the Friday of callforonlysixstudentworkers. Committee chose Drown Night. 
impressed with the responses. He Ranger Weekend. Budinger now figures the room will cost around $5000, The bar will be open to Regis The beer hall will not be open 
sent his copy of the results to compared to the original $7200 estimate. students, their dates, and friends. during the summer months. 
Servomation-Mathias headquar- H everything goes according to televlSlon room. Visitors must be accompanied by The Committee is moving 
ters in Baltimore, along with schedule, the work on plumbing At the present time, profits a Regis student to gain rapidly in their work but is trying 
a letter stating that, in general, fixtures will be completed this from the bar will be returned to admittance: Food will be provided to do all work correctly so that 
the students were highly dis- week and the bar, sinks and other the business office to pay for the byServomatic-Mathias. they will not run into trouble with 
satisfied with the company. fixtures will be installed the final costs of construction, but it is The tentative hours for the hall the state inspectors . The 
Another questionnaire is being part of this month. March 31 to hoped that the money will are 4:00 to 10:00 p.m. on Monday, University of Denver has already 
D • .IJ April 4 have been scheduled for eventually be used for the Tuesday and Thursday, 4:00 to flunked two of the state lnner ~0 nOTS necessary electrical work. scholarship fund. Job applications 11:30 on Friday and Saturday, and inspections in their attempt to put 
The exhaust units will then be will be available from Mr. 2:00to10:30onSundays. One day abaroncampus. Outstanding installed, and the interior Regner, Purchasing Agent, in the had to be set aside for general 
decorator will begin his work the B d f T 
Stu·den I TJT/ork week of April13. April 21 to April oar o rustees Next W ~ 23 have been scheduled for the f It ( .,, V ( Ah J• • {;:;1rt~~~~~j~:f111~~V.:~:hes~~~t: acu y omm1 ee otes omp o 1f1.on The 1969 Honor's Banquet, held in t~e cateteria on Satul'da-y, 
March 15, featured a 
demonstration by a speaker who 
claimed to have psychic powers, 
the announcement of the 1968-69 
Men of the Year Awards, and the 
designation of the Outstanding 
Event of the Year and Outstand-
ing Organization Awards. 
- Mr. Russell Burgess impressed 
the crowd with his exhibit of extra 
sensory perception. The most 
convincing of his performances 
was the accurate prediction of the 
headlines of Saturday's Denver 
Post in a certified letter which he 
had mailed to Fr. Houlihan one 
week earlier. 
The John V. Gleason Award, 
awarded by Alpha Delta Gamma 
Fraternity, was given to Rich 
Schraeder for his academic and 
athletic achievements. Ken 
Boedecker won the SNEA Service 
Award for outstanding leadership 
· in the education association as 
well as his academic and extra-
curricular record. 
Fr. Houlihan awarded the 
certificates to students who were 
elected to Who's Who in American 
Colleges and Universities. The 
recipients were Ken Boedec\er, 
Joe Canepa, Tom Coursey, Steve 
Hannan, Tim Hart, Dan Keefe, 
Greg Lauby, Paul Max, Jack 
McCullough, Tom Peters, Randy 
Roth, Rich Schraeder and Steve 
Treinen. 
The Men of the Year Awards for 
outstanding contributions to Regis 
College, picked by a joint sess_ion 
of the old and new Executive 
Boards, were announced by Fr. 
Mattione. The winners were 
Dewey Bartlett, Dave Craig, Bob 
Devoy, Jim Gold, Tim Hart, Eric 
Hillbison, Dan Keefe, James R. 
Kelley, Greg Lauby, Jack 
McCullough, Tom McNally, Paul 
Max, and Dennis Moroney. 
The Outstanding Event of the 
Year Award was received by the 
'77 Club which sponsored and co-
ordinated the activities of three 
clubs in the Halloween Orphan's 
Party. The Outstanding 
Organization A ward was won by 
the Regis Theatre Guild for its 
excellent productions performed 
under less than optimal 
conditions. 
Department, and the Department The last meeting of the Education Policies Committee, held abolishment and 48.6% feeling 
of Health. March 11, voted to recommend the abolishment of oral comprehensive they should be retained. 
The bar originally planned to examinations as a requirement for graduation. Under the proposed The results of the poll are based 
serve three types of beer, but the system, the individual departments will decide whether oral comps upon the returns of ninety 
Committee has been unable to will be necessary for gaining a degree in their field. students, approximately 27.7% of -
work out an acceptable Theissue-willnextgobeforethe postponed from the February 18 the Juniors and Seniors, and 
arrangement with Budweiser. Board of Trustees where, meeting to the March 11 meet so represent a cross-section of dorm 
Therefore, the bar will only carry according to Fr. Harry Klocker, that Committee members could and day student opinion. 
Coors and Schlitz. Budinger S.J., Academic Dean, it will face poll the faculty in their division At the next meeting of the 
reported that beer will be sold in "rather strong opposition." The and report on the results at the Educational Policies Committee, 
twelve ounce glasses for twenty- board meets at the request of Fr. next meeting. written comprehensives will be 
five cents, and pitchers will run Mattione, College President. At the Ma'rch 11 meeting, the discussed and a vote will be taken 
$1.25. The abolishment of results of a poll taken among the to recommend either retaining 
The bar will be on a comprehensives was first Juniors and Seniors was released written comprehensive in their 
probationary basis for the ne~t introduced to the Committee on to the Committee which showed present form (GRE's), leaving 
year, but if there are no serious February 18 when a request for 93.2% of these students in favor of the decision up to the various 
violations it will be improved, abolition of the tests was abolishment of orals to only 6.8% departments, or abolishing 
and, if necessary, expanded. The presented by the Senior Class. At opposed. The result on written written comprehensives 
environment of the bar will be the request of Student exams was much narrower with completely as a graduation 
determined by the interior Representative James R. Kelley, 51.4% in favor of their requirement. 
decorator, but it will include a the Committee decided to Lack Quorum 
jukebox and three pinball consider the abolishment of oral -
machines. The other pinball examssepa~atelyfromanyaction GA Bus,·ness Stalled 
machines will be placed with the taken on wntten exams. 
pooltable•dnwhati•pre•entlythe Action on the'""" wa. By Delegate No-Show 
B&G 
OH~O! M~MA'SP:ERE! 
Randy Roth and Patti Lombardi walk arm-in-arm down the center a~sle as 
they model evening wear at the Mother-Daughter Luncheon held m the 
President's Lounge. The luncheon featured a_ fashion sho~ sponsored _by the All 
Women's Council with Regis coeds modeling everything from ski wear to 
classroom apparel. The event was a part of Parents' Weekend held on campus 
last weekend. 
The activity of the General Assembly has been halted and the work 
of the entire student government seriously hampered because many GA 
members have not attended the last two meetings. The General 
Assembly, composed of thirty-eight members, must draw a quorum of 
two-thirds of its members in order to carry on business at a meeting. 
~~ause no meeting time could. the GA Standing Committees. No 
defimtely be settled. upon at the official action can be taken by the 
second GA meet this semester, GA Committees until 
President Randy Roth called a appointments have been approved 
special meeting for Sun~ay, by the Assembly. 
March 9, at 7:30p.m. ~o busm~ss Also on the agenda for 
was undertaken at this meetmg Tuesday's meeting was a report 
because only sixteen members from G. Lauby on the results of 
were present. . . his investigation into an adequate 
In order _to get things movi~g, meeting time. He found that 
Rot~ agam called a special Sunday night was the only time 
meetmg for Tuesday, March 18, available for all members 
at 11:00 a.m. Once again, attend- although many liked to have thei; 
ance fell fa~ short of the ~eces- Sunday nights free. Acting on this 
sary two-thtrds as only fifteen knowledge GA Chairman Tim 
members showed up. Hart anno~nced to the members 
Foremost on the agenda of the who had shown up that he would 
Assembly is the approval of ·recommend to Roth that he call 
appo~n!ment_s made t~ Faculty- the next meeting for a Sunday 
Admmistrahve Committees and evening at 7:30. 
There will be a General Assembly meeting this Sunday night, March 
23 at 7:30p.m. in the Science Amphitheater. All members are reminded 
t~t they MUST attend this meeting, or face losing their organization's 
Charter. 
All students are eligible to attend any General Assembly meeting as 
observers, and are welcome to attend any scheduled meeting. 
( 
.. 
•, 
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BROWN&GOLD 
The BROWN and GOLD is published bi-weekly during the school year as the official 
Regis College student newspaper. Editorial opinion expressed on this page does not 
necessarily reflect that of the administration, faculty, or student body. 
Mark Angelos, Editor 
MEMBER 
Sporls Editor _______________ ... ____ Skip Walsh 
Circulation Editor. _____ _ _ ___ .. Rick Carter 
Photography .............. ...... Dick Shumaker 
Business Manager. ____________ ..... .John Trilla 
Moderator. .... :- ------· .... .. Miss Carmen Casis 
There have been a Jot of changes at Regis in the past few years and 
before things get completely out of hand, I'd like to make a suggestion 
for one small addition. It would probably be a good idea if every student 
were required to spend at least one all-nighter before he is allowed to 
graduate. Of course, most students will probably spend quite a few long 
nights in their four years at the Ranch, but the requirement is still a 
good idea for those few who never experience the twelve hours of 
darkness . And besides, who will ever believe you have a real college 
education if you haven't stayed up at least one night? 
Part of the specifications for successful completion of the 
requirement would be that the student would spend the night in the 
Student Center' and that at least one half hour be set aside in which he 
would do nothing but sit in the second floor lobby, look out the window 
and contemplate his career at Regis. The campus looks entirely 
different at night with only two or three lights on in Carroll and 
O'Connell (the Sophomores and Juniors in Desmet don't seem to be as 
neurotic as the Freshmen or as desperate as the Seniors) and absolutely 
no one but the campus security roaming around Loyola or the Science 
Building. 
More important than the obvious changes is the different mood that 
comes over the campus at night. The darkness puts everything in a 
different perspective and, although it may not be the normal picture, it 
is at the least relaxing and thought-provoking. It's much easier to think 
at night, and yet it's so easy to feel that what you're thinking about has 
nothing to do with daytime activities. 
For instance, it is so easy to forget that Jack McCullough has 
already written a few suggestions (and that is a euphemism for 
criticism) for the new Exec Board before they've hardly had time to 
warm their chairs. (See The Light Faaantastic on this page.) One of his 
complaints was that Randy Roth seems to ignore the Senior class in his 
appointments. Mr. McCullough must have already put in his all-nighter 
in the Center; it seems so easy for him to forget that not one officer of 
the Senior class has shown up for any of the General Assembly meetings 
this semester. His complaint that Randy has not delegated out enough 
authority seems to be at least partially invalidated by the fact that Roth 
recently recommended the name of a Senior to guide the Food 
Committee that Roth now heads as Interim Chairman. The name was 
Jack McCullough. I'm sure Jack will be one of the first volunteers to 
spend another all-nighter over here- it looks like there will be a Jot of 
things he'll want to forget. 
It seems so easy to forget that people are complaining about the 
food, and that Servomation-Mathias is actually listening to them (see 
Food Committee Report, first page, and the interview with Mr. Blair, 
page three). It's not so easy to forget the food that was served last 
weekend when compared to regular weekend meals. 
At times it even seems easy to forget that there are coeds on 
campus and that work has begun on a campus 3.2 bar, especially after 
reading some old copies of the Brown and Gold. The March, 1964 edition 
· of the Brown and Gold Review, with an article on the Ten-Year College 
Development Program, said about one projected building: "The only 
edifice left unexplained is the ene next to, and just north of the Center. 
This, said Father Ryan, was put on the model just in case Regis would 
ever decide to admit members of the fair sex to her numbers. However, 
the possibilities of this ever happening are as remote as the Adolph 
Coors Company setting up a distribution center here on campus." 
Sometimes at night it is hard to remember that there is a new Exec 
Board and that Paul Max and his men have been retired to greener 
pastures. You have to see the new board working during the afternoons 
and evenings before you realize the change. 
And now that we're on the subject, sometimes it's easy to forget 
that there are greener pastures. 
Of course the time will soon come when it is no longer easy to forget 
that you are missing eight hours of sleep. This usually hap~e~s when you 
see the sun coming up. But wait a minute, watch closely, It JUSt may be 
the dawning of the Age of Aquarius. 
MARK ANGELOS 
BROWN AND GOLD 
A Few Suggestions ... 
·th J k M C II h ~=~:}}~{:}}~{{//{{{{{:::>}t:::}}:{{/{{:::}}f{{: w1 ac c u oug 
It has been a month since the Executive Board to expr~ss one's. opiniol! ~ and to convince people 
Elections , and things have pretty well settled down. that It I~ the right opmiOn. Ho~e~er, unlike the 
The old Board exercised the last remnants of power ~apa~y_, _It doe~ not even carry a limited sanction of 
as Paul Max officiated at the Honor's Banquet. It mfalhbihty. Richard F. Neustandt once wrote that 
was a touching moment as the entire old board "lnfluen~~ adheres !0 those who sense what it is 
received Man of the Year awards for their work rna?~ of. _Our preside?t ~houl~ take heed of this 
during the past year. It is perhaps indicative of their political ~xwm or he Will_ fmd himself on top o_f the 
efforts that these seven individuals should all be heap callmg out orders With no one around to listen 
singled out for this high honor. After all, the old and to them: . . 
new boards- who jointly chose Men of the Year- One f~nal suggesti?n concerns the pres1d~n~y and 
sought out excellence wherever they could find it. delegation of authonty. Amon~ the first official act 
But the old board is through and the new board- of Mr_. Roth was the ~ettmg-up of t~e food 
under Randy Roth- has taken full control. Being committee and the_ drawmg-up. of a questiOnnaire 
the helpful person I am I think it might be nice if I for student complamts concerrung the food. While 
answer the new Bo~rd's co!lstant call for this was a noble gesture considering the fact that 
suggestions and constructive criticism. First, food was t~e majo~ complaint of the students, one 
Randy seems to display a lack of appreciation may question_ why It was necessary for the Presi-
towards the senior class. It seems that if a senior dent to do this himself. I would assume that such 
does not succumb to the call of apathy and activity falls into t~e realm of Jack Close, Direct-
disinterest, then he is "playing games" (the analogy or of College ~elations. I would also assume that 
is Roth's) with the Student Senate. Mr. Roth seems Mr. Roth considers Mr. Close competent enough to 
not to know it, but there is a sizable group of seniors handle the situation since Mr. ~lose ~as. on his 
who are interested in the affairs of Regis College. party. Mr. Roth ~hould come ~o th~s realization that 
Unfortunately, our president - and his board - there are many Important thmgs m Stud~nt Senate 
seem to have forgotten that seniors are part of the - more than he can handle alone. That IS why we 
student senate. In the list of appointments under the have six other officers. 
new administration not one senior was left on the Lest I be accused of cynicism concerning our new 
standing committee of the Senate. Perhaps Randy officers, I would like to end on a hopeful note. They 
thinks the seniors have outlived their usefulness. have eleven months left, and I'm sure that with the 
The seniors are not of this opinion; and, as a result, suggestions and constructive criticism of the 
the new administration has alienated those seniors students they are capable of accomplishing a great 
who are interested. deal. The only possible hang-up would be if they go 
Next on my list of helpful suggestions concerns through the whole year without a quorum of our 
Mr. Roth's apparent belief that since he is Student "student-leaders" in the General Assembly to 
Senate President his opinion is law. Unfortunately, approve of what they are doing. 
the presidency offers only an excellent opportunity 
Help Needed 
Senator Asks Military Bill Help 
Editor: 
As you may recall, two years 
ago I introduced S. 1275, a bill 
substituting a voluntary armed 
force for the present selective 
service system. The bill was not 
directly considered by the Armed 
Services Committee and efforts to 
incorporate amendments in the 
Selective Service Act were 
defeated. The draft's continuance 
emphasizes the inconsistency of 
government coerced service with 
America's concept of freedom. 
This was the principle reason that 
I introduced S. 503, the Voluntary 
Military Manpower Procurement 
Act of 1969. 
This year, the chances of 
passage are somewhat better than 
in 1967. Major news magazines 
such as TIME and NEWSWEEK 
have contained articles 
commenting favorably upon a 
voluntary military; President 
Nixon supports the concept as 
well as well-known figures from 
botbl sides of the political 
spectrum including Llohn K. 
Galbraith, James Farmer, David 
Dellinger, Milton Fri~dman, and 
Barry Goldwater. However, well-
known political leaders, 
economists, and even the 
President may not be the catalyst 
for endmg the draft. ln order to building support for draft 
move the nation it will be abolishment. In addition to letters 
necessary that those who have to your own Congressmen and the 
fought conscription over the past Armed Services Commi.ttee, 1 
few years enter the discussion and would recommend letters to the 
make their views known. The editor of your local newspaper; 
present Selective Service Act will encouraging labor, business , 
not ~rminate until1971 unless we farm, and professional leaders as 
take action to change that well as civic and educationai 
situation now. organizations to express their 
Efforts aimed at securing 
committee consideration by 
generating and influencing local 
forces would be instrumental in 
"Unsolicited Information" 
views. 
Sincerely, 
Mark 0. Hatfield 
United States Senator 
Grad Charges Registrar 
With Draft Discrimination · 
March 4, 1969 
Department of Alumni Funds 
Regis College 
Denver, Colorado 80221 
Dear Sir: 
Until Regis College discontinues 
its policy of volunteering 
unsolicited information to draft 
boards concerning the status of 
students, I will not contribute one 
dime to the Alumni Fund or to any 
other fund-raising attempt of your 
institution. 
To add to the burdens of young 
men through this unnecessary 
activity is unmitigated folly and 
unspeakable inhumanity, hardly 
consistent with Christian 
principles in a Catholic 
Institution. 
Thomas M. Mutz 
Class of '68 
VOICE IN THE WILDERNESS~~~~ 
After receiving this letter, we 
contacted Tom Mutz to determine 
if he knew of any cases where the 
Registrar's Office had released 
voluntary information. He 
referred to one case in which the 
Registrar's Office had released 
information on a former Regis 
student who was applying for 
Conscientious Objector Status. 
a 2-~ deferment. This form is 
filed once a year. He further 
stated that the only way the 
draft board could have discov-
ered the change in t h i s stu-
dent's s t a t u s was if Mis~ 
Elaine Homan, Regis College 
Registrar, had released this 
information to them. The Love-Bug 
~r::;) ~~~~~M~With GINNY ROBERTS 
It's all the ground hog's fault. He's the one to 
blame for the past six weeks of crummy weather. 
Well, that's all water over the Continental Divide 
now. Just look at that gorgeous sun, that 
scrumptious expanse of greening lawn, the yellow 
and white crocuses. But it sure wreaks havoc on the 
academic endeavors native to the university 
atmosphere. I know I'm being Idealistic again. -
Horrors, I might change my image or something 
drastic. -
It's that time of year when a young man's thoughts 
lightly turn and turn and turn . . . Young girls get 
dizzy watching the ritual. The bug knows no 
distinction of age, sex, national origin, or religious 
affiliation. Eskimos and aborigines alike fall 
suppose they do. I've never actually been to Alaska 
or Australia. Doesn't look like I'll make it this 
season either. My schedule is a little full what with 
Easter and summer and stuff. You can't be in two 
places at one time unless you're a ghost and I can 
wait for such dubious privileges. 
Spring Fever has approximately the same 
symptoms and consequences as the common cold. 
First of all, there is no known cure. J sure hope the 
medical profession never finds an antidote. Where 
would poets and lovers and artists and others 
devoted to the pursuit of happiness go for 
inspiration? Not to mention newspaper columnists. 
It's supposed to snow tomorrow. Smile, it's the 
first day of Spring. 
The student in question had 
transferred to Loretto Heights 
College where he was taking Jess 
than a full load of courses. 
Selective Service defines a full 
load as the successful completion 
of one-fourth of the hours needed 
for a four-year program. The 
transferring student's draft board 
discovered this information and 
ordered him to appear for his 
physical before he had received 
the conscientious objector rating. 
Mutz claimed that to his 
knowledge , there was' no Jaw 
which required a registrar to 
release to draft boards any 
information on students other 
than the SS 109 form requesting 
Miss Homan denied that she had 
ever released any information on 
any students thqt was not required 
by the Selective Service. In fact, 
she said, her office had gone out of 
its way to help all students in their 
dealings with draft boards. 
She cited a 1968 directive from 
the Selective Service which 
required a registrar to notify the 
draft board any time that a 
student terminates his studies at 
an institution. This includes any 
cases in which a student leaves, 
transfers from or graduates from 
a college. It was under this Jaw 
that she had informed the draft 
board of the change in the 
particular student's case. 
victims, only at opposite ends of the year. At Jea~st:_I:._ _____________________ __..:==~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~----~~--1 
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Blair Answers Questions on All Aspects of Food Service 
By RICK CARTER opportunity to leave New York 
Brown and Gold Staff Writer and become associated with a 
Since we .are "one big family" 
here at Regis, as Father Mattione 
would say, I decided to interview 
a very integral part of our 
"family" which a majority of us 
students don't know too much 
about. Maybe we don't care to 
know ·too much about 
Servomation, but we should! 
The following interview was 
scheduled to answer questions 
which need to be answered from 
our point of view. It was not made 
to put Mr. Blair on the defensive 
but to separate facts from hearsay 
which is prevalent on campus. 
I hope we all can become better 
acquainted with Mr. Blair and Mr. 
Larsen who are a most important 
part of our "family" at Regis. 
Question: Tell me a little about 
your background, Mr. Blair, such 
as how long you have been with 
Servomation and what led you to 
cgoosing Servomation as an 
occupation? 
. Mr. Blair: My last three years 
m the food service had been with 
Columbia University Food 
Service. Columbia maintains its 
own service as opposed to having 
a food service company run it for 
them. At Columbia, I was 
cafeteria manager for a year and 
a half and catering manager for 
two years. My last six months I 
was assistant general manager of 
a six unit operation. I left 
Columbia because there was no 
further advancement for me and I 
had a desire to become associated 
with a large food service company 
for my own personal and financial 
future. 
I chose Servomation-Mathias in 
a rather indirect way. I heard of 
them through a friend who told me 
they were Baltimore-based and 
were looking for employees. I sent 
Servomation a copy of my resume 
and through negotiations, became 
employed by Servomation. Regis 
is my first assignment for 
Servomation. 
The reason I was willing to 
choose Regis was that I had 
traveled through Colorado about 
six years ago and liked it very 
much. My wife had actually 
trained out here for a United Air 
Lines hostess and she liked it very 
much. We both felt greatly 
dissatisfied with New York City. I 
felt it would be a great 
large company that offered a 
better future and long term 
advancements. 
At Columbia University there 
was only one job higher than mine 
and this was general manager 
which was always given to a much 
older man. I didn't want to hang 
on at Columbia University for 20 
years to attain this one position. 
I was employed by Servomation 
at the end of October. I had a week 
of orientation at one of 
Servomation's units in Penn-
sylv~nia and then I moved my 
family out here. As I said this 
is my first assignment for 
Servomation. 
Personal and career 
advancement were the main 
reasons for joining Servomation. I 
had wanted to get settled in a 
company where I could belong, 
work, and grow as opposed to an 
individual job in just a food 
service operation. I feel that a 
food service company usually 
brings its complete home office 
resources and the experience of 
many other operations to a 
college. This gives a more stable 
influence to the food service 
operation as opposed to the 
college trying to run its own food 
service. • 
Question: How do you view 
Servomation 's expansion 
westward? Do you think you are 
becoming successful at Regis? 
Mr. Blair: I don't know, as of 
this time, that Servomation could 
be classified as being successful 
here at Regis. As you know, we 
just completed a poll about two 
weeks ago. In all honesty I can't 
say from the results of the poll, 
which I think do need 
qualifications, that Servomation 
has been "successful," here. 
Servomation did have a rocky 
beginning. Let's face it, I am the 
fourth manager here within a 
year. Mr. Y ochln was the one who 
started the turnabout to a more 
efficient operation. 
Mr. Larson and myself are 
continuing the trend which Mr. 
Yochin started. We are not 
"successful," as far as the student 
body is concerned. A great 
percent of this lack of success is 
not entirely the food but is the 
history and background of the 
students being aware that 
Servomation underbid the Saga 
EXEC BOARD NOTES 
Communication from the student leaders to the student body, in 
many respects, has been lacking for a long time. In an effortto remedy 
this situation, a new Executive Board policy has been initiated. In most 
of the future issues of the Brown and Gold a status report on the 
progress of Student Government at Regis will be published. This is the 
first of these status reports. 
I think the question in the minds of most students now is, what has 
been done about comprehensive examinations. On March 11, the 
Educational policies committee voted against the continuation of oral 
comprehensives as a requirement for graduation. The final decision is 
now up to the Board of Trustees which meets at the request of Fr. 
Mattione. See story on page 1 for complete details. 
The Food Committee has also been very active. Immediately upon 
taking office Randy Roth and his committee-made up a questionnaire 
and distributed it to the students, the results of which were very 
negative. The committee and Mr. Blair are now in the process of 
working up a second specific questionnaire to give Mr. Blair some 
guidelines to follow in his attempt to improve the food. For complete 
details see story on page 1. An~ther Executive Board policy change has also taken effect. The 
Board members now have regular office hours, at which time you will 
definitely be able to get ahold of them. In addition the office will be 
open from 10:00 to 11:00 a.m. and 12:30 to 4:00p.m. on Monday, Wed-
nesday, and Friday, and from 10:40 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 4:00 
p.m. on Tuesday and Thursday. This is done in the hope that you will 
use our services. 
As a closing remark I would ~ike ~o make an offer ~o you: The 
Director of College Relations is responsible fo~ ~he promob~n .o! mtra-
campus relations at all levels of stude~t actlVl~y. I have mibated a 
communications network with myself m the middle, among faculty, 
administrators and this office. This can be of great service to you. 
If you hav~ any complaints or compliments a~d you would like to 
get some action taken, bring these to me. They .will then be fo~a~d­
ed to the proper people with the recommen.datwn for some positive 
action. Student Government is only as effective as you make It. Your 
cooperation is appreciated. 
Jack Close 
Director, College Relations 
contract. This knowledge in itself 
has predisposed the students to 
look for inferior merchandise. I 
don't think we serve inferior 
merchandise. My purchasing and 
servicing of food is based 
primarily on standard manuals. 
These may be open to any student 
who is interested in seeing our 
specifications on the purchase of 
food or our recipe box on the 
preparation of food. 
I will say this, though many 
boys are not from Denver, their 
tastes certainly do not coincide 
with general Servomation menus 
which are presented 2,000 miles 
away, at least regarding the 
preparation of food. If I serve 
tacos at the Steakhouse of Penn-
sylvania the people would think 
I was .out of my mind. The boys 
~ere like that food. It is a reg-
IOnal food. These are the things 
which make it hard for Servo-
mation to become "successful" 
at Regis. We also have a lot of 
learning to do ourselves. 
As you know we have started 
informal dinners with various 
dorm groups. We are trying to get 
to know the boys. We want to 
explain our problems and try to 
find what the boys don't like. My 
first dinner was the most 
constructive communication I 
have had with a segment of the 
student body. There was no 
belligerence on the boys' part. 
There was respect for me as a 
manager and food man. Real and 
varied constructive ideas were 
presented on what they wanted. 
I told the boys I can't give them 
roast beef four times a week. 
What I do give them, I try to 
assure them it will be prepared 
properly and served by pleasant 
help in a way which they find 
acceptable. A violent part of the 
student body would disagree with 
me when I say a lot of problems 
here at Regis are a result of not so 
much food, but because of 
misunderstanding and pre-
disposed attitudes. Mr. Larson 
and myself have had a hard time 
breaking through these 
misunderstandings. We are 
moving towards better com-
munication not only through 
the Food Committee, but on a 
personal' basis. 
Question: What do you think 
about the average Regis student? 
Mr. Blair: I always felt that 
95% of the average Regis students 
were not predisposed in a negative 
way towards the Food Service. I 
feel there is 5% who do have 
· negative opinions because these 
boys had memories of Saga. I 
have very difficult shoes to fill 
because of the last Saga manager, 
Vince Gallagher. He was an 
exceptionally fine man and 
manager who also had an 
excellent rapport with a great 
many of the students. I'm not 
Vince Gallagher. I might not do it 
in the dynamic way that he did. 
We're two different people. 
Following a manager and food 
service as Saga, a certain 
percentage of boys will make 
negative comparisons to me 
personally and to Servomation. I 
see no reason corporately why we 
can't serve the boys food as good 
as they got from Saga. 
The average Regis student I 
have come in contact with, and I 
mean this sincerely, is a fine, 
polite young man. As I said there 
is always a certain percentage of 
students who are rather 
belligerent and looking for 
problems. 
Question: What do you think 
Servomation should expect from 
tbe students? 
Mr. Blair: I expect cooperation. 
I hesitate to use the word 
discipline, but there is a need for 
some discipline. I certainly feel 
that the dining room at a middle of 
a meal period is a lot messier than 
it should be. But here again we are 
dealing with what the students 
want. The boys that I employ are 
unable to do the job a busboy 
should, namely, wipe tables and 
keep the floor clean. It's up to the 
students if they want to dine in a 
little better atmosphere. 
There's such a push just sitting 
people in the dining room. rve 
been rather unsuccessful in 
getting the cooperation needed for 
a better atmosphere. I've been led 
to believe that the boys are willing 
to eat in a dining room which is 
not as clean as it could be. This is 
the only aspect of discipline which 
I can think of. 
Question: Do you think the 
students should be represented by 
a Food Committee? Why? 
Mr. Blair: Definitely. For many 
reasons, the most important for 
communication. The present food 
committee is the most dynamic 
and cooperative. I think the 
students themselves benefit as 
much if not more so than 
Servomation from a Food 
Committee. We work with some of 
these boys to let them know what 
we are doing and what 
improvements we are making. A 
Food Committee is not only 
desirable, but totally essential 
because the lines of 
communication are so terribly 
important. We want to get through 
to the students to let them know 
we are interested in their well 
being. 
I myself try to identify myself 
as much with Regis College as I do 
with Servomation. We're not out 
here to exploit or make a lot of 
money but to serve the boys the 
best way we can. We want to get 
established at Regis. 
Question: Do you see any real 
reason for student dissatisfaction 
with Servomation? 
Mr. Blair: In some specific 
areas I do. Many times it seems to 
be a lack of consistency with the 
operation which primarily filters 
down to the product we serve. We 
operate out of a standard recipe 
box, but there still is a lack of 
consistency. We can serve the 
same dish every other week and it 
is not exactly the same each time. 
This is a management problem 
that we've been working with the 
cooks on, in trying to maintain a 
constant consistency. 
The biggest complaint I've had 
from the boys is the greasiness of 
food. We have gotten some 
draining pans which are cutting 
down on the grease. The lack of 
consistency and quality is where 
the students have the most 
legitimate gripe. I know the 
students are willing to sacrifice 
variety to get the items they 
prefer. I know the students like 
roast beef. They can't expect 
roast beef three times a week and 
I don't think think they expect it 
themselves. No food service could 
do this. Part of dissatisfaction is 
based on attitudes as much as 
food. 
Question: Do you see any 
obstacles between the Food 
Committee's demands and having 
action taken on those demands? 
Mr. Blair: The present poll was 
too general in context. It was not 
narrowed down enough in specific 
areas of student dissatisfaction. 
All we could read from the past 
poll was that there was a large 
segment of student dissatisfaction 
on campus. The next poll , which 
will be more specific, is where we 
will get to the root of 
dissatisfaction. It will give us 
much more constructive areas to 
work in. 
I might add that there are areas 
of involvement which many 
Continued on Page 8 
There has been, with the advent and implementation of a new 
Constitution, a basic philosophy change in student government at Regis; 
unless this change is realized soon, all the advances in areas of student 
activity made thus far will be nullified. 
In the first place, the use of the term "apathy," when applied to our 
situation, is useless- it is neither accurate nor even descriptive. The 
term implies some type of frustrated contact or involvement and 
subsequent rejection; a more useful term might be "interested 
disavowment." Because the nature of extracurricular student activity 
is indirect- with the most effort being channeled into academics, 
obviously - the immediate effects of student action are not always 
apparent. The problem is magnified to a great extent here because a 
student's extracurricular activity bears no real fruit with regard to a 
career- that is, there is not even a semi-professional linkup between 
what a student may invest his time in and what he will do after he gets 
out. What is lacking is any incentive to invest time in anything that 
appears so totally unproductive. Hence, because "there's nothing in it 
for me," the student sees no reason to work for change- although it 
may be needed- in the light that it doesn't seem worthwhile to try. 
This attitude, although superficial and not necessarily constructive, is a 
legitimate reaction to a stagnant situation. It's also a tough one to beat. 
To return to the original point - student government has finally 
emerged from the identity crisis that had plagued it for over ten years. 
Instead of a subordinate confederation with only token recognition, the 
Student Senate has broken from strict administrative confinement to · 
become a co-equal member of the "Regis Family." Student government 
drew its support formerly from the College administration, but now is 
responsible solely to the students it serves; the way is now clear to 
function as a unified, contributory force, concerned with our own as well 
as the College's welfare. To accomplish this effectively, it is first 
necessary to build a strong intrastructure and operate smoothly on that 
level. That's where the change comes in. 
The most common complaint among students now is "that they've 
got a goddam committee for everything." Although it seems that such a 
philosophy is rather redundant, it is not in reality- at least the reality 
we face at Regis. "Collectivized effort" is the only effective way to 
combat (1) structural breakdown, and (2) non-professionalism. Due to 
the complete absence of an organizational continuum over the years, 
student administrators have been forced to "start from scratch" over 
and over again, and the results have been disastrous- so, in order to 
make up for lost time and to prevent it from recurring, the omnipotent 
"committee" has been resorted to. But it even runs a little mqre deeply 
than that- student government should reach toward the students, not 
vice-versa. To make that change, it has become necessary to 
sophisticate student government to make it more efficient - which 
means more people and more bureaucracy. It's as simple as that. 
The change in situations leaves but one choice - student 
government can pursue its newly-chosen course and endeavor to 
represent students responsibly in all realms of student concern, or it can 
retrench itself in its traditional function and become as stagnant as the 
situation it has battled out of. The terms of the choice - and the 
decision made - depend entirely upon each student's willingness to 
involve himself with this change in attitude and direction; if nothing 
else, an improved campus atmosphere is "what's in it" for us. 
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Possible Next Semester 
Regis Nears Decision on Pass-Fail System 
by DALE GARDNER oe exercised in courses outside 
Brown and Gold Assistant Editor the students' concentration area 
Under serious consideration here at Regis is a pass-fail system that and would not be exercised in 
may be implemented next fall. The Ad Hoc Committee on Pass-Fail general degree required courses 
Grades has met several times over the past school year and recently ( core curriculum ) . The 
reported their findings to a general faculty meeting. The Committee's experimental period for the pass-
proposals will be put to a vote at the next faculty meeting which will fail grading system would not 
decide whether a pass-fail system will be offered next year. exceed two years beginning in 
Last month the Committee September, 1969. 
distributed 425 questionnaires as an experiment to "encourage The Committee came to no 
"randomly". throughout the the development of an attitude in general agreement on the issue of 
student body. "The purpose of which a student sees himself as a pass-fail grades affecting the 
providing the students a pass-fail self-guided scholar rather than as cumulative grade point average. 
grading o p port unity is to a competing grade-getter." This It has been suggested to calculate 
encourage Regis students to system is unique in that it is the "F" grade into the GPA but 
broaden their course selections mandatory for all f res man not the "P" grade. Doctor M. 
for a meaningful Liberal Arts students to take their courses Connor of the Committee feels 
Education without concern for under a pass-fail program and no that neither a pass grade nor a 
grades," stated the questionnaire. upper division courses (except failure be figured into the GPA. 
Three hundred and fifty-eight of- one) are available under this Only in this way he says, can a 
the questionnaires were returned system. The program has been so pass-fail grade system be 
•• AND THEN THERE WAS THE TIME ... 
and, despite weighty questions, successful that in May, 1966 the justified. 
definite student opinion could be faculty voted "unanimous less Dr. Connor also said that 
established. one" to make it permanent at Cal· certain faculty members made it 
When asked whether the pass- Tech. known to him that they would 
fail grade should be offered to all This last fall students at Denver change their norm for grading on 
students '~regardless of their University were allowed to enroll students taking the course under a 
cumulative grade point average," in selected elective. courses on a pass-fail option. These instructors 
... the contractor asked me to work at this college in Denver," seems to be the 
attitude of one of the workman tearing up the floor in the old pool hall so that 
plumbing could be installed for the 3.2 ~r. Work _is continuing on_ the ~r hall 
and if all goes according to Beer Corrumttee Chairman John Budinger s plans, 
the hall will be set for opening on Ranger Weekend. 
seventy-six percent answered pass-fail basis. Stanford stated that they would not allow 
'yes'. Eighty-eight percent said University, Ohio State University, any "D" student to pass if he is on 
Radio Station Hopes For 
Broadcasts This Semester 
that they would take a course and Princeton University have all the pass-fail system. By doing 
outside of their concentrating and begun pass-fail programs· such, these teachers would By JOE McNERNEY 
supporting areas under a pass-fail Colorado University plans to actually be undermining the The Regis radio station hopes 
system, and 263 felt that a pass- implement such an option "not purpose of a pass-fail system to start broadcasting soon after fail grade option would improve later than September, 1970." which is designed to eliminate the Easter vacation if it receives the 
the class room environment at Under the program proposed by contradictory "D~' mark and equipment and student help need-
Regis. It was from these results the Committee on Pass-Fail include it as a respectable passing ed in setting up the station. 
and investigations into other Grades no freshman would be grade. To prevent any teachers At a meeting held on March 19, 
schools employing a pass-fail allowed the option and from grading with bias those the twenty students and three fac-
system that the Committee sophomores with a GPA below a studentsonthepass-failsystem,it ulty members who attended 
arrived at their proposals. 2.5 must secure permission from would be feasible to keep such were informed that total profits 
Pass-fail grade options are the Academic Dean in order to opt knowledge out of the hands of all from the raffle held earlier in the 
being made available to students for a pass-fail grade. No instructors. semester amounted to $350.00. 
in colleges and universities across stipulations would be placed on The fact that a student was This sum included a $50.00 do.na-
the nation. One of the first schools the junior or senior classes. taking a course under the pass-fail tion from Major General Byron L. 
to employ such a program was The pass-fail option would only Continued on Page 7 Steger who won the $100.00 rat-
Pomona College which started its s d ! p • L R 1 J 1. B d :E:~;1~S:::~~E~ an s rtson ecture ep aces u tan on 
Colleges and Universities by Georgia Sta~~ Legisla_tor Julian closing of the current legislative Quentin Prison and a cellmate of 
Raymond G. Hewitt, it was stated Bo~~ has no~Ified Regis College session late on March 26 as his the much publicized Caryl 
that "valid uses (of the pass-fail officials he will be unable to meet reason for cancelling his Regis Chessman. Sands' book' My 
option) far outnumbered possible a scheduled March 27 lecture appearance. Shadow Ran Fast, has been a 
abuses ... making the program a engagement at the colleg~. . College officials attempted to bestseller. He has won wide 
general success." Bon~, who l~d t~e. dis~entmg reschedule the lecture but learned recognition for his Seventh Step 
The California Institute of Georgi~ _delegatiOn m Its flg~t for Mr. Bond would be unavailable Foundation which sends ex-
Technology started a pass-fail recogmtio~ at the ~968 ~ational until late May which would be convicts into prisons to counsel 
grading system in the fall of 1964 Democratic ~onvention, c~ted the beyond the closing of the current inmates and to help releasees. Of 
press of duties surroundmg the semester at Regis. 5,000 Seventh Step graduates, only 
L B • T In Bond's -place, author Bill 10_ per cent have returned to ectures USiness ours Sands, a reformed California pnson. ., armed robber and founder of the A m a n d e d i c a t e d to the 
fled off by supporters of th~ radio 
station. _ 
Transmitters have been re-
ceived and are being assembled 
by members of the Science De-
partment. The station still needs 
a control panel, turntables, and 
microphones. Proposed site for 
the station is the old Chemistry 
Office on the first floor of Car-
roll Hall. 
The most important thing need-
ed for successful operation is stu-
dent support. All students who 
are interested in helping in any 
capacity with the station are 
asked to attend an organization-
al meeting that will be held on 
March 26 at 12:30 in room 202 
of the Student Center. The major 
topics of discussion will be the 
setting up of management, the 
status of the station in relation to 
the school, and the forming of 
committees for action in different 
areas. 
For Orphan's Party 
77 Club Wins 
Outstanding 
Event Award F "II A K ll • s • c I d National Seventh Step Foundation prevention of crime, at both the I rSI pring a en ar fo_r rehabilitation of ex~convicts, juvenile ~nd adult level~, Mr. will present a free, pubhc lecture· Sands IS also a highly 
ByTHOMASS. MANNING The Fraternity also held a tour Tuesday, March 25, at 8 p.m., in controversial _figure in penal By KEVIN BARRY 
BrownandGoldReporter last Tuesday, March 18, at the !he Regis Fieldhouse. The.lectu~e ref?rm. He Will discuss these BrownandGoldReporter Foremo~t on ~he list of Alpha Coors plant in Golden. The IS sponsored_ by the College s · topics as well as demonstrate that Organized to replace the Kapp~ Psi comm~ events is the pledges and actives enjoyed a lecture co_mmJttee. . the s~me s~t of v~lue~ u~ed by e~- defunct Benchwarmers, the '77 weddi~g of Mr. MIChael J. Ward refreshing beer or two as they Acclaimed by audiences conviCts m mamtammg their Clubhascomealongwayinjusta 
to Miss Mary Kay Beeby of learned about the business aspect throughout the country ~s one of freedom can ~lso be us~d ~y short time. Last Saturday the 
Loretto Heights College. Mike of Adolph Coors Inc. the most outstandIng and everyone to gam and mamtam coveted Outstanding Event of the affection~tely kno_wn as Boy The Brothers have already compelling speakers on the freedom fr?m doubt, uncertainty Year Award was won by the club 
Wonder, Will be marned March 29 made plans for their Casino-type lecture pl~tfor~ tod~y, Mr. S~nds and unhappmess. . . for its Halloween orphan's party, 
at St. Anthony of Padua Church in gambling booth for Ranger Day. If tells of his U~Ique hf~ story m a K~nneth Seidenstncker' but the newly-elected officers 
Denver. the weather is nice the Ranchers manner that IS startling, thought chai~man of the lecture don't plan to let the membership 
The mass is_scheduled at 1:00 will be able to challenge their prov?king, r~vealing and commit~ee, urges a~l members of restonitslaurels. 
p.m. and followmg the ceremony a skills with the cards and other sometimes shockmg. the ~egis commuruty to make a The new officers are Blay 
reception will be held at Writers' games in traditional Ranger Day Sands is today a diffe~ent man special effort to hear Mr. Sands' Schoenherr' President; Dave 
Manor. Although Mike will not fashion. than when he was a conviCt at San lecture. , Murphy, Vice-President; Don 
divulge his honeymoon hideaway, 1 h · Rein, Secretary; Pat Dolan, the Fraternity wishes him a De ts Win T ird Straight Basketball Championship Treasurer, and Paul Wood, successful and happy marriage. Sergeant-at-Arms. These men are 
AKPsi has been busy the last By BOB McCORMICK The intramural championship ADG h now in the process of organizing 
two Week 'th b · t d as set its sights on next s WI us mess ours an Brown and Gold Reporter basketball game was he 1 d membership for next year and 
Vari.ous lectures 0 M h 2 th year and is looking forward to 
· n arc e The annual St. Patrick 's Day Thursday, March 6, and placed the preparing for Ranger Day. The '77 Brothe d 1 t defending its title for a third 
rs sponsore a ec ure open Dance, sponsored by Alpha Delta Machine against ADG. In a hard straight year. Club's contribution to the April27 
to the public concerning cancer Gamma Fraternity last Friday fought battle, the Delts, minus festivities will include a greased 
and its results D C t 1 th In the near future, pl~dging will 
· r . osoano, e evening,March14,washeldinthe star forward Andy Fisher, pigcontestliketheonethatwasso 
guest sp k b' d hi ·t come to an end for the sixteen ea er, com me s WI Student Center and featured the clinched their second straight title well received by everyone (except 
and knowledge to · f th ADG aspirants, terminating with m orm e soul band The High Communion. and posted an 11-0 season record. the pigs) las. t year. 
Students of the dange o "hell w_ eek." The best pledge of r us causes The dance was the kick-off affair Led by the fine rebounding of Although the ink on the old 
and effects of cancer. f p t , w . d the sprmg semester will be named 
or aren s e€..;:en . Jack. Fisher and the scoring by along with the most "active" constitution is hardly dry, the '77 
S N EA p.l · F•l 0 Chuck Kolasinski, the Delts active designation. These events Club is now writing a new one. a n s I m n coasted to an 8-0 record in league will officially close the eight week Attempting to work in the past play and swept the tournament in long pledging period. year with an untried constitution, 
C • c h •1 d th(;!ir bid for the title. Already the members have discovered I n n e r I ty I re n some of its defects. Some of the • REGIs R A Dl 0 STAT I 0 useful provisions which will be ByDAVELOPEZ byashortbusinessmeeting. · · N incorporated in the new BrownandGoldReporter The SNEA is continuing its constitution are the unique 
TheRegisChapterofSNEAwill effortsonbehalfofthe18-year-old . Needs Your Help! assignment of a large amount of 
sponsor Children Without, a film vote. The bill has been passed work to the Vice-President, and a 
nominatedforanAcademyAward from the House State Affairs ATTEND THE RADIO ORGANIZATIO clausewhichlimitsmembership. 
in 1964. The film, dealing with the Committee and is now in the NAL During the next few formative 
problems of the core city, will be House Rules Committee from MEETING but active years, the '77 Club will 
shown in the Science which, hopefully, it will go to the continue to modify and change in 
Amphitheatre on Thursday, House floor. All those interested Wed_nesday, MARCH 26 order to better carry out their 
March 27, at 8:00p.m. The in working on this important stated purpose: "to foster and 
showing is free to the public and matter should contact Bill 12:30 p.m. maintain a high quality of school 
everyone is cordially invited to Munsell or Ken Boedecker. Student Center spirit." If the past year is any 
attend. The movie will be followed Room 202 indication, the '77 Club will do 
quite well. 
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Mud Helps Ruggers in Season Opener 
"I'M MAKING UP THE RULES!" 
~e Rugby t~m has it's moments of disagreement but members plan to leave all 
differences a~1de to form ~ strong unit that !Viii. carry on the strength displayed in 
last Saturday s ga!De against the ~wry-F1tzs1mons Eagles. Playing on a snow 
and mud:-covered field, the team sbd to a 3-3 tie. 
By SKITCH WISE 
Brown and Gold Sports Writer 
The Regis Rugby Club began its 
spring season last Saturday on a 
snow-and mud-covered field. 
Playing conditions were hardly 
excellent. One-fifth of the field 
was a mixture of muck and soup, 
but it may have been that fifth 
that gave the Regis Ruggers the 
incentive they needed to finish the 
afternoon's game with a tie score. 
The game was play'ed within a 
block of the Fitzsimons Hospital, 
but fortunately no one needed its 
services during or after the game. 
W_hen the king-sized American 
Eagles of the Lowry and 
Fitzsimons bases took to the 
field last Saturday, there were 
some knowing smiles and half-
grin half grimaces exchanged 
between the members of the 
Regis squad. The future looked 
quite dim at that particular 
point. But before the afternoon 
CLEARING THE BOARDS ************' 
If You Can Wait ... 
1pf..¥¥¥¥¥¥¥11--11--._ .. _..._ With SKIP WALSH 
This past week I interviewed basketball coach 
John Fleming about his impressions of the past 
basketball season and his hopes for the future. In 
general I would say Fleming's feelings could be 
characterized as quiet and optimistic hope for the 
future. 
The season did not go as well as he had hoped since 
the team finished on the short side of an even season 
with a 10-15 record. Despite this record most of the 
players developed as the coach had expected them 
to. As in the past, with so many young ballplayers on 
the team, defeats were many times a result of 
simple inexperience. 
While viewing the recent Colorado State High 
School Basketball Championships, Fleming said the 
consensus of his fellow Conference coaches at the 
tournament was, "Regis College is the team to beat 
next -year H. the-y )u.st get some help at a few 
positions." Definitely a prime factor in further 
development of the team is support from the College 
student body. At the beginning of the year support 
was tremendous as the team won its first five games 
but then it gradually slacked off. Perhaps as a result 
of this the feam won more games on the road during 
the past season than they did at home. 
Mr. Fleming feels the ballplayers could have a 
winning team "with a little more help at a couple of 
positions." Averages for the season would seem to 
indicate he is right considering Regis was third in 
the conference in rebounding with a 50.7 rebound per 
game retrieve average. 
Defensively, the team finished with an 86.5 points 
per game allowed average which was second in our 
division of the Rocky Mountain Conference. 
Offensively the Fate of points was 83.4 for the 
season. The team was ahead of its defensive 
average for the season until a disasterous road trip 
in the middle of the season destroyed the balance. 
As far as the future is concerned, Mr. Fleming 
said he is in contact with several impressive 
prospects but it is still too early for any significant 
developments in the recruiting field. 
The rebuilding of the basketball program at Regis 
is a long, painful process which will simply require a 
lot of patience on the part of participants and 
interested observers alike. By this time next year, 
Fleming's rebuilding efforts should show concrete 
signs of fruition. 
Krank, Beefeaters Favored in Intramural Ski Meet 
By FRANK CRONAN 
Brown and Gold Sports Writer 
The Krank and the Beefeaters 
are the favored teams this season 
in the Intramural Ski meet. The 
Krank is led by Spike Martin and 
Rob Lawlor and Wally Hyer and 
John.Protz will pace the 
Beefeaters. The meet will be held 
at Breckenridge Ski area on 
Sunday, March 23 beginning at 
11:00 a.m. The event will be a 
giant slalom set up on an 
intermediate slope. 
The meet is open to all Regis 
students to compete on a five-man 
team except members of this 
year's or last year's College ski 
team. The entry fee is two dollars , 
per team, and reduced lift-~ates 
will be available for competitors 
courtesy of Breckenridge. 
Intramural swimming races 
were held Thursday, March 20, 
with AKPsi strongly favored to 
win. Chip Michel, Jack Close and 
Tim Keady, all of whom have 
varsity experience, swam for the 
AKPsi team. 
SHANNON'S 
Ballbell Shop 
4407 FEDERAL 
ALL TYPES OF HAIR CUTS 
·including razor cuts 
Come in and meet 
JACK and PAUL 
, 
Softball and volleyball will start 
when classes resume after Easter 
vacation, and track will begin in 
the first week of May. 
At the time, the overall 
Intramural poiri1 standings place 
Machine on top with 250 followed 
closely by ADG and Denver Club 
at 200 and Case with 179. 
"WHAT HAPPENED TO THE BALL?" 
Kelly Fisher uses fo"!l and cedoncentratioThn teotleam·mpro~!.~:J~yeB~~dM~~ ~tft!! 
t hances for an lffiprov season. ' . earns c . tment had to cancel the first two weeks of practice 
College Rfe~~o:ea~~nd fac~s their first opponents this Monday with just one 
because o t' The team hopes to equal last year's above-.500 season. 
week's prepara 1on. 
was over, Regis found it was 
more than capable of dealing 
with the military. 
Regis scored on a penalty 
conversion early in the first half 
with Holt Tipton doing the honors. 
Had the field not been so slippery, 
the odds are that Holt would have 
kicked the Green and Gold to a 
win by making good three out of 
the three field goals he attempted 
that day. The Eagles scored 
shortly afterward on a run around 
the left wing of the Regis serum. 
The Eagles failed to make their 
kick after the try and the game 
was tied at 3-3. From that point on 
both teams wanted a win. 
The second half saw aggressive 
play on the part of both teams, and 
Regis was more often than not 
· within twenty-five yards of the 
Eagle goal line. On occasion the 
Regis serum was forced to hold on 
its own five yard line and despite a 
weight advantage to the Eagles, it 
did so. 
For this writer's money, Regis 
would have won the game in the 
second half on a try by Jim Kelley 
had the referee only been on top of 
the play. Possession of a loose ball 
was awarded to the defenders, the 
Eagles, but I saw a different story 
inside the Eagle end zone at a 
distance of four feet from the ball. 
The situation closely paralleled 
one which lost Regis the DU game 
last season, but Jim Kelley was 
already in the end zone and not 
guilty of submarining the ball. 
Consequently, Regis was forced 
to settle for a moral victory 
instead of an outright win. 
Golf Team Schedule Set 
The Regis Golf Team, coached 
by Mr. Eddie Bohn, will play a 
full schedule of eleven matches 
this spring. The team is now prac-
tising for the season and will 
rely on returning upperclassmen 
as well as newcomers from 
the Freshman class for 
strength. 
REGIS COLLEGE .---------~G=o=LFTEAMSCHEDU=L~E~--------~ 
March 24 - Metro Denver, 
Hiram Scott at Lakewood 
Country Club 
March 28 - Colorado State 
College, Southern Colorado 
State at Pueblo 
April 14 - University of Den-
ver, Colorado State College, 
and Western State College 
at Lakewood 
April 19 - Colorado State 
University, Air Force Acad-
emy, and Colorado College 
at Air Force Academy 
April 21 - Southern Colorado 
State and Mines and Univer-
sity of Denver at DU 
April 22 - Colorado State Col-
lege, Hiram Scott and Univer-
sity of Denver at DU 
April 29 - Colorado State 
University, Southern Colo-
rado State College, Colorado 
State College at Fort Col-
lins 
May 3 · - Colorado College, 
Southern Colorado State Col-
lege, ~t Colorado Springs 
May 8-11 - Rocky Mountain 
Athletic Conference Cham-
pionship at Durango 
Tracie Team Needs Runners 
To Provide Depth, Speed 
By Skip Walsh 
Brown and Gold Sports Writer 
With track season rapidly 
approaching Coach Moulton would 
like to again appeal to the student 
body for help. More depth is 
desperately needed in all events. 
The team has quality in most 
events but depth is lacking for 
adequate performance in dual 
meets. As a result a minimum of 
dual meets have been scheduled 
this season. 
The first meet will be next 
Saturday at Greeley between 
Colorado State College and Mines. 
Strong performances are 
expected in the weights and 
distances from 880 up to three 
miles . Because of a rash of 
injuries more men are needed so 
if you have any desire whatsoever 
to participate in track contact 
Coach Moulton for information. 
REGIS COLLEGE 
TRACK SCHEDULE 
March 29- Greeley-Mines at 
Greeley 
April 19 - University of Denver 
Relays at D.U. 
April 23 - Greeley Invitational 
~Grecley . 
April 26 - Colorado College 
Invitational at Colorado Springs 
April 30 - University of Denver 
DualatD.U. 
May 3 - Southern Colorado 
State College at Pueblo 
May 9 and 10 - Conference Meet 
at Emporia, Kansas 
Mountain Sports, Inc. 
SPECIAL REGIS SKI DISCOUNT SALE 
An additional 5% student discount on cash sale prices of top 
name skis, boots, poles, pants and parkas. 
• 
Register for free drawing of ski rental or camping equipment 
for three days for two people. Sale dates March 21 and March 
22 only. 
MOUNTAIN SPORTS, lne. 
416 E. 7th AVE. DENVER 
I 
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THE MOVIE SCENE WWWWWWWWWWUl'l_'he Establi~h~ent may shudder a 
\ \ T h L• 1 W • 11 translation of this Classic Greek e I 0 n n I n t e r Comedy because it is boisterously l 
httle at Wilham Arrowsmith's 
bawdy and at times heroically 
W•th GARY D G low. The setting of THE CLOUDS ee••ee••e I • RQENE is fifth century Athens (B.C. of 
The Lion In Winter was adapted for the screen ~y James Goldman 1 course) where th~ generation gap 
from his play of the same name. The movie concerns the Christmas rages at ful~ swmg. A _wealthy 
Court at Chinon Castle in 1183 at which England's Henry II assembled farmer worned about ~Is ma~y 
the wife he kept imprisoned for the rest of the year, Eleanor of unpaid debts and the antics of h1s 
Aquitaine, .and their three sons, Richard, Geoffrey, and John, so tha:t playboy s~n sends the boy to.study 
Henry could pick an heir . at the Th1~ery, a small hberal 
The Lion in Winter is a sort of 12th Century Who's Afraid of Virginia arts center m east Athens. There· 
Woolf? in that it has Henry and his wife verbalize their hatred in an Socrate~ teaches ~he lad the "get-
uninhibited and spectacular scene. awa:t-Without-paymg argument," 
Peter O'Toole, who gives his finest performance as Henry II, and obv10usl:t an upper-division 
Katherine Hepburn's magnificent characterization of the 12th Century co.urse. An~tophan~s lays bare the 
queen make it possible for a sweep at the Oscar ceremonies. This film fmbles of h1s own times and o.urs. 
will definitely be reaching out for many awards . TH;'F CLOUDS has been descnbed 
Peter Murton's art direction Peter James set direction and as a fat and succulent haunch of 
especially Margaret Furse's costu~ing are all imaginative as w~ll as speech, a meal to shiver the soul." 
beneficial to the movie as a whole. Friday thru Sunday, March 28, 
Sir John, who, for reasons never made clear is favored by Henry for 29 and 30th. 8:30p.m. 
___ the succession, is played as a half-wit piglet by Nigel Terry; Geoffrey is Seats: Students 75c Others 1.25 
played as a conniving coward by John Castle with just the right amount Box Office: Carroll Hall, West 
of contemptible arrogance ; and Richard, a sadist and sex pervert, is 50th and Lowell Blvd. 
played flauntingly by Anthony Hopkins. Telephone: 433-8471 Ext. 253 
Timothy Dalton, as Philip Capet, the eighteen-year old King of Performances at: Regis College 
France, gives the best performance in the film by a supporting Fieldhouse. (Use entrance at 
character as he artfully simulates the manifestations of degeneracy. W. 50th and Knox Ct.) 
March 21, 1969 
CLEF PALATE • * ¥ * 
* * ~ "Hair"-Cut ~ 
With CLARENCE JOHNSEN 
Since the musical Hair became such a controversial hit on 
Broadway last year, I've been curious as to why it achieved such great 
success. Was it the music, staging, acting, a combination of all three, or 
what? The idea of its possible musical popularity was first to enter my 
mind, and, after hearing three of the soundtrack's cuts on the radio, I 
finally decided to get hold of the album and simply listen to it. 
For all the enjoyment I got out of it, I might have just as well 
stepped on a land mine! . 
I've listened to a great deal of all kinds of music in my life, but the 
twenty-six cuts on this soundtrack must be high on the list for 
crudeness, profanity, simplicity, and just plain sickness. I wasn't 
shocked so much at the recordings, as I was amazed at the popularity 
that this musical received while on Broadway. I've heard junior high 
school musicals that have had better music and that were much easier 
and much more enjoyable to listen to. 
Apparently, the plot of the show itself has all the complexity of a 
first grade primer for exceptionally slow readers. It involves a bunch 
(or "tribe," as the record puts it) of dropouts, freaks, pot-heads, 
acidheads, (and generally deadheads) who, in the course of the show, 
philosophize, sing crude, satirical songs, bother and offend passersby, 
and just generally shoot-off their big collective mouth about everything 
that, in their very small collective mind, they think they don't like. 
The music (instrumentally speaking) was generally well-written. 
Relying heavily on the electric bass, the main portion of the music had a 
good solid background interspersed with everything from the electric 
guitar to c~arinets and violins. The chord progressions were imaginative 
and certamly a break from the ordinary Broadway showtunes. It's 
really a shame that Galt MacDermot's music had to be splotched by 
the "lyrics" of Gerome Ragni and James Rado. · 
The subject matter of the songs deals with everything from alcohol 
and patriotism to the inevitable drugs and war. Originality does not 
really seem to be extremely obvious in their lyrics , either. It seems that 
their " lyrical code" is "anything goes so long as its dirty and shocks 
people." The two authors seem to be covering up for their lack of 
pleasing creativity by using every four-letter-word in the book, and then 
a few. It doesn't take talent to swear. 
In the " cloud" of Hair, I saw the "silver lining" of only three 
songs. They were .Aquarius,. Hair, and Frank Mills, being prophetic, 
humo~ous and pertment, and JUSt plain humorous, respectively. 
Clive B~rnes of the New York Times gave the show quite a 
commendation. Some of the words he used were: "brilliant" (like the 
first grade primer I mentioned), "fresh" (like a loaf of month-old 
bread), "new" (swearing about social problems is not new) "sweet" 
(like drinking a can of motor oil), "subtle" (like a hand gr~nade in a 
phone b~th)~ and "s~eer fun" (yeah, I'll bet he laughed all the way to 
the psychiatnst.) Evide~tly Mr. Barnes was very sleepy that night, or 
he spent a great deal of time at the popcorn stand or in the men's room 
during the performance. 
. ~~o~ ~hat l have read and heard, many more musicals and plays 
hke Ha1r .have been p~oduced and are becoming popular. Perhaps 
there really Is a message m these types of productions. If "Hair" had a 
real message, I must have missed it. 
Like most people, I find it hard to tell what an object is when it's 
covered with a thick layer of dirt. 
Jane Menow as his sister , Princess Alais and Henry's mistress, is 
believable as an embodiment of loving selflessness. 
Although the plot is rather unhistoric and unbelievable at times 
director Anthony Harvey has successfully captured the effect of th~ 
Club Pornography Lecture Soon 
movie's purpose. 
John Barry's musical · score is highly commendable, and so is Douglas 
The Regis Denver Club will 
sponsor a discussion on the legal 
aspects of pornography on 
Monday, March 24, at 8:00p.m. in 
the Science Amphitheatre. The 
issue of the sale and consumption 
of pornography is of particular 
interest at this time because of 
the legislation now in the Colorado 
House of Representatives. 
Slocombe' s masterful color-photography. 
One p a ~ t i ~ u l a r l y ~emorable instant is Miss Hepburn's 
charactenzations m front of a mirror. The quality of the employment of 
the lines is well worth remembering. Samuel Goldman's screenplay is 
probably the year's finest because it runs smoothly and is full of wit and 
drama. 
The Lion In Winter is a major film triumph. The realistic aspects of 
mood and scenery are so well-employed that it could well be the year's The discussion panel will best picture! 
ude 
• 
James Alfred Gitz, a kommener, came to these 
catacombs lost four years, when chubby Checker 
just stepped off the bandwagon, long hair, people 
and pimples, were associated with it and there were 
no wooden horse despite the leap year in dreams 
came through seventeen years walking old docks 
with his poodle through puddles in mourning 
sleet. Came to this, dig, and play their instruments 
while breathing saloonadicts watch pelicans fly 
overhead and workwomen in pairs came blushing. 
The pope handed his shoes to the st. louis (white 
satin with fluff) boys and wants them back anon, 
with Morris West time and again burst on the scene, 
wanting to write a book that all the Jesuits would 
like to not teach. Its not the comps, mother, listen to 
all the stuffed owls honk and give. The savage arms 
lurched to his lungs carried his face to the mirror 
and painted photographs for the memory of THE 
ART CARNEY era. The price has gone up since then 
ribbons were acceptable for hats and bonnets of long 
ago, it didn't work out right. 
Raise your glasses to Jimmie C. and the others 
who laughed at the wardens. 
Don Bell, irreproachable one, with curly mexi-
can. Clauses for Plauses help me take the rock 
candy up to the galctoses home. Eiffel Towers 
and the cold wave, with the cops in well lit auto 
buses, rain flowed outta the ones heart with 
Weltschmerz. Never knew he was the one. 1942. 
---
-byja 
Begin by making it, gettem through your restions, 
please 'em visually, dissect knowledge into minute 
pieces, tell the carrot story, tapdance, never smoke 
in front of a child, very refined. 
Of course Quintas Maximus would like to take 
naps, tell the tales of his tea journeys east, feed the 
fellows with corn and bananas, told 'em listen to the 
words, the 'key' to any song is the words. He 
listened all-right, I screamed and he said what, the 
music was too loud. 
Don't spill the beer on the Blooz Machine, colder 
than the devil's something, You Liked Deviled Eggs 
Once! Those fat old days that used to be when people 
used to make it right, boxing and real bullfighting to 
feed the ninos full of frijoles. Full of good ol' misery 
and good happiness, they shook a living out oLthis 
old world, forgot the channels, and never waited in 
lines with tickets in his hand, waiting for that taxi 
with the blonde who comes running up and says 'I 
hope I'm not late Lester.' 
Mine has a higher and more constant flow said the 
character from one of the greatest novels ever 
written, of course he didn't shower out with the 
taxis, (no way); the Styrax being numero uno in the 
latin love colony, full of ideas of how he was going to 
try and change it from the beyond. It never ever 
ever is going to change. 
Who put the trunk of girdles in the tatoo man's 
wagon? 
mclude Earl H'awck, Denver of the Student Senate, a faculty 
Attorney lobbying against member from the ~nglish 
pornography legislation; Mrs . Department and Faculty 
Don Harvey, whose husband is a Moderator, Hal Mansfield In-
Denver -a rea literature structor in Psychology. The ~em­
distributor; Charles Onofrio ber from the English Depart-
Denver Attorney lobbying fo; ment will speak on "Pornography 
pornography legislation; and as Art and Literature." 
Robert Walker, a member of The Denver Club will also 
Citizens for Decent Literature. sponsor The Silencers with Dean 
.The Re~is members of the panel Martin on April 22 in the Science 
will be T1m Hart, Vice-President Amphitheatre. Admission to the 
film will be $1.00 per person. 
Plays, Movies Plan For Fest 
By JIM GRISIER 
This year's Arts Festival 
traditionally sponsored by th~ 
Italian Club, will feature many 
different types of art forms. The 
festival will be held on campus 
from April28 through May 5. 
Already on the schedule is the 
presentation of. four one-act plays, 
one each night beginning 
T.hurs~ay, May 1, staged by the 
directing class. In addition to the 
plays, two excellent movie class-
Ics have been obtained for the 
festival, Juliet of the Spirits and 
8112. 
The Club is still trying to 
contact a jazz quartet for one 
evening, and members have not 
made any decision on whether 
they will display any paintings . . 
The Wild One with Marlon 
Brando, the Italian Club-
sponsored movie shown March 10 
attracted enough students to fili 
the Science Amphitheatre to two-
thirds capacity for both showings. 
The party sponsored jointly by 
the Italian Club and Denver Club 
held at the Presentation Church' 
drew a~proxi~ately eighty 
people, w1th profits of $80.00 going 
to the Italian Club. The 
Pepperbox, currently playing at 
the Asylum, performed at the 
party and Dave Rutebories staged 
a fantastic show. 
Join the 
Friday 
Afternoon 
Club 
at The Rum Runner 
for Those over 21 
Acr0$5 from K-Mart 
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MATTIONE OPENS SPACE FAIR 
The Rho Chi Sigma Aerospace Fair attracted 5280 viewers 
in the four days it was open in the Fieldhouse last week-
end. Visitors included Regis students, their parents, and 
many area residents who told the Brothers that they were 
making their first trip to the Regis campus. The exhibit 
was an outstanding success and informative to all those 
who saw it with displays of all areas of the Aerospace 
Industry. -
TRADITIONAL ... BUT NEVER 
MERELY CONVENTIONAL 
CLOTHES AND' ACCESSORIES 
FOR MEN WHO THINK YOUNG 
At last, an oasis for the man who wants to know what the 
new clothing freedom is all about. You'll find the men who 
know how to help you get clothes to assert your individuality, 
men young enough to know how to dress today. Try The 
Club Room approach at Wards today. 
O!Jersize checks repeat the 
theme in cool, comfortable 
walk shorts. Of textured 
Fortrel"' polyester-rayon-
linen blend .. ...... 8.50 
at Montgomery Ward 
Glen plaids carry out the 
color plan in easy-going 
casual slacks. Never-iron 
Dacron"' polyester-A!Jril"'-
rayon blend ......... 10. 
at Montgomery Ward 
''CHARGE IT" AT WARDS 
555 S. Broadway 
Lakeside 
Villa I talia 
Thornton, "North Valley" 
r~~~~~~~, 
~~[ 
t 
t 
: Fidelity Union Life _Insurance Co. 
f (:ollegeMaster 
f Guarantt>ed by a top 
f company. No war clau5e! 
f Exclusive be-nefits at 
f ,;pecial rates. 
t f Full aviation coverage. 
: Premium deposits deferred f 
f until you are out of school. f 
t t t • t f Your Regis Representatives f 
BILL NEWCOMER t ED HENRY f 
~~~~~~~~.J 
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Rho Chi Space Fair 
Draws 5300 From Area 
The 1969 Rho Chi Sigma 
Aerospace Exposition drew 5,280 
viewers from Regis College and 
surrounding Denver areas. The 
exposition, which featured a half-
size Apollo space capsule, actual 
Hawk and Nike missiles, space 
photography and many other 
informative and valuable exhibits, 
topped the 1967 Rho Chi Sigma 
Medical Fair by about twenty-five 
hundred people. 
The opening ceremony was 
attended by two busloads of 
Denver area school children who 
wat~hed Fr. Mattione, S.J., 
President of the College, cut the 
ribbon for the exposition with the 
assistance of Sandi Sollitt, Queen 
of Regis, and Bob Fimmen, 
President of PXE. The 
gymnasium was never empty and 
the Brothers received nothing but 
compliments from students , 
faculty, and other visitors. 
Rho Chi Sigma wishes to 
express its thanks to the Regis 
faculty and student body 
especially for its turnout at the 
exposition. Rho Chi is grateful to 
Thomas Elmore and Richard 
Peters, Chairmen of the 
Exposition, for their wonderful 
work in organizing the Space Fair. 
Faculty Pass-Fail Committee 
Hopes For Early Deci'sion 
Continued from Poge 4 
option would be made known only 
to those in the registrar's office: 
All instructors would report a 
letter grade for their students and 
the registrar would be responsible 
for changing letter grades to pass-
fail grades. · 
Problems like these will meet 
with further discussion in later 
Committee meetings. Mr. C. D. 
Weller, Chairman of the Com-
mittee, said that the "final form 
of mechanics for the pass-fail 
system must be ironed out and all 
points of the p r o p o s a I need 
further deliberation." 
Final decision rests with the 
faculty. It is hoped that they 
realize and acknowledge the many 
advantages of a pass-fail 
program: Basically, such a 
system "provides for a decrease 
in competitive' situations in the 
classroom arid permits them 
(students) to study subjects of 
s P':e c i a 1 i n t ere s t w i t h o u t 
endangering academic standing," 
October, 1968. 
A pass-fail grade system places 
the responsibility to learn where it 
belongs, on the student, and at the 
same time it makes the quest for 
knowledge the dominant motive 
for achievement in a class. The 
Tiger of Colorado College puts it 
briefly but effectively in its 
editorial of December 13, 1968: 
''Academic competence is 
something for which rewards are 
justified and useful as incentives, 
not something which should be 
forced down a student's throat 
under threat of an F." 
l].ulie lJanuatiLJ. 
ENTERTAINMENT 
AGENCY, Inc. 
Booking Top 
Rock Bands 
116 East 20th 
Ph. 534-7885 
states the DU Newsletter of §,....,.,...,....,.,...,....,....,....,....,....,....,.......,. .... ..,....,.,,....,....,....,....,....,....,....,....,.1 I WANTED: I 
I MALE I I STUDENTS I 
I Part-time Job ~ I I 1 5 Openings 1 
~ $126.00 a week for 20 hours work. ~ 
~ Successful applicants will be considered for ~ 
I Full Time Summer Job ~ ~ Mu•t be p.,oonable, agg..,.,lve, and have t•an•po•tatlon. I 
I APPLY IN PERSON I 
~ 3:30 Friday or Monday afternoon. ~ 
I 601 Broadway - Suite 309 I ~ .... , ....................... , ........ , ............ , ............ ,, .... , .... , ........ J 
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Interviewer Q~esti~~ Blair on Se_rvomation Operation 
Continued from Page 3 wmg_are classif~ed as grade_ C. of ServomatiOn were here and Question: Has there been any of the guys do look me up to tell 
how good a · dinner is. I find this 
encouraging. The complaining is 
sometimes vague. Communi-
cation is extremely necessary. 
I want to remove predisposed 
attitudes. I'm willing to put 
forth the effort so Servomation 
can be successful. But I have 
found it hard to find acceptance 
because Vince Gallagher and 
Saga have made it difficult. 
I'm not outgoing like Vince 
was. He had a different per-
sonality. I'm not here to fill his 
shoes. I only ask for the chance to 
prove myself and Servomation. 
people are not aware of. At the This has nothing to do with the am_aze~ at the volume of fo~d response from Servomation's 
Honors Banquet the other night wholesomeness o_f the t~r~ey. which IS taken. Too much food Is headquarters in Baltimore about 
the '77 Club got an award for the Because ~f the ~eebng of this It~m taken and not eaten: Take as much student dissatisfaction here? 
most outstanding event, the I have discontmued pur_chasmg as you wa~t but eatlt. . Mr. Blair: I have sent the re-
Orphan's Party. How many of the grade C turkey. Grade C IS only 3 Quest .• on: Do you t h 1 n k sults of the past poll to Baltimore. 
student body know that cents a pou~d cheaper because of Serv?mat1on could be more Mr. Yochin will be out in April 
Servoma ti'on was totally these ~lemi~hes. Nev~rtheless, I efficient? . . to see what he can do about 
responsible for the donation of have d1scontmu~ buy~ng grade C Mr .. Bl~Ir: Servomabon ~s ~n dissatisfaction. I feel we do need · 
almost all the food? The Biafra because of the ammosity many of or~amzatwn and total operation IS help to overcome some of the 
Food Drive, the Orphan's Party, th~ bo~s f~l towards me. They qwte_successful. The total student problems at Regis. 
are some of :he positive things we think I m trymg to buy a lesser cut relations are not succes~ful. I Question: Does Servomation 
try to become involved with. It is of meat: . have to ask myself_ what It d~es ever get any compliments from 
our desire to help in any way we . Qu~t1~n: What do you t~mk the take to make this_ opera~10n any students or just general 
can. We want to identify with 1mphcahons are regardmg the successful. Our special functwns disapproval and criticism? 
Regis College, primarily with the motto "If ~ou're not proud of it aren't made to buy the student off I have to say that criticism far 
student body more so than with doo't serve It?" but to break monotony. I have outweighs the compliments. Some 
administrati~n. Mr. Blair: This is a premise tried to get variety but so far I 
Question: Charges have been which we should always operate haven't been successful. The 
made by a number of students that ~ooer. There is a l~t of vali~ity in students look for on~y what they 
Servomation serves the lowest It. If you have an Item you re not want. I can have quality but I have 
type of meat available, most proud of, yo~ shouldn't serve it. to sacrifice quantity and vice-
notably Grade C meat. Is this Most of the Items I serve I eat versa. 
true? What exactly i" Grade c myse~f. Dis_regarding some of !he We're afte~ su~gestions whi~h 
meat? · greasmess m the past, I ~o thmk are constructive m nature. I sbll 
Mr. Blair: Servomation is not the boys are honestly sa~mg they have to re-evalua_te our "success" 
allowed to buy anything below ~ave been able to see a difference as measured ag~mst the poll. The 
U.S. choice meat. There are five m the food. . truth must he somewhere 
basic grades of meat _ prime Question: Is the fluctuatiOn between the type of job that I feel 
choice, good, cutter and of st~dents eating at different Mr.Larsonandiaredoingandthe 
commercial. The whole animal is mealtimes the reason why des- results of the poll. The truth must 
graded. In the animal there are serts or port.ion~ of a mea_l m~y - lie som~where i~ between. these 
lesser cuts of meat than prime rib run out ea_rly dunng a meal_tim~. two. It Is not qUite as. radical_ as 
or round steak. The idea of grade Mr. Blair: The food service IS a the, poll ~ho'Ys and I th~nk the JOb 
c is directed only at turkeys. two-way street, not a bottomless were domg Is.not as quite as good 
There are only two types of well. Servomation is in business. as Mr. Larson and I would like to 
turkeys _ grade A and grade c. The President and Vice-President think we're doing. 
Turkeys, which in the process of 
butchering and dressing, have 
broken skin or a broken leg or 
HAIRCUTS 
$1.75 
Closed Mondays 
Executive Board Officers 
List Hours for Semester 
Floyd or Paul 50th & Quitman 
College Relations Director 
Jack Close has issued the sched-
ule of office hours for the Stu-
dent Senate Office for the re-
mainder of the spring semester. 
Commented Close, "We set up a 
definite schedule of hours so 
that students who have business 
in the Student Senate Office 
will know when it will be open 
to them. Anyone wishing to 
speak to a particular Board mem-
ber will know when and where 
they can find him." 
STUDENT SENATE 
OFFICE HOURS 
4901 Lowell Blvd. 
455-4531 
Per3onafizeJ Service 
BEN and VIRGINIA 
HOURS: 
Weekdays, 8 a.m. to 11 p.m. 
Friday and Saturday 
8 a.m. to Midnight 
Randy Roth-12:30 to 1:00 p.m., 
Monday through Friday. 
Tim Hart-1:00 to 2:00p.m. Mon-
day, Wednesday, Friday. 1:00 
to 3:00 p.m. T u e!! day and 
Thursday. 
Mike Donnelly- 8:00 to 9:00p.m. 
Sunday through Thursday. 
John Krettek- 7:00 to 8:00p.m. 
Sunday through Thursday. 
Jack Close- 10:00 to 11:00 a.m. 
Monday, Wednesday, and Fri-
day. 10:45 to 11:00 a.m. Tues-
day and Thursday. 
Tom Manning-12:30 to 2:00p.m. 
Tuesday and Thursday. 
Rick Garrity- 3:00 to 4:00 p.m. 
Monday through Thursday. 
MR. STEAK 1/ee /71tafte6 
of91Jea~d~ 
... lend glamour and bril· 
liance to an engagement· 
wedding band set - they 
were made for each other. 
Set $575 
44th and Sheridan Pace Jeu:elsrs, Ltd. • 1560 Court Place • Hilton Hotel • Dent'ltr, Colorado 80202 
• 255-2043 
TUXEDOS 
For All Occasions 
Special Rates for Regis Students 
Ladies Formals for Proms and All Occasions 
Bride-N-Groom 
RENTAL SALON 
.4030 W. 38th Ave. 
477-2226 
Sheridan Dinner 
House and Lounge 
• 
3780 Sheridan Blvd. 
Denver, Colorado 
Six Regis Alumni Cited 
For Work In ' Many Fields 
By DALE GARDNER 
Brown and Gold Assistant Editor 
Selected for the 1969 edition of 
Outstanding Young Men of 
America are six Regis alumni. 
Those receiving the honor are 
Mr. John Foley S.J., '61, Mr. Den-
nis Gallagher, '61, Mr. Ken Joule, 
'61, Mr. Tom Regan, '59, Mr. 
Tom Constantine, '62, and Mr:· 
Michael Dunn, W '61. 
Outstanding Young Men of 
America is an annual biographical 
compilation featuring the 
accomplishments of approximate-
ly five thousand young men of 
outstanding rank throughout the 
country. Selections are made by 
a sixteen-man Board of Advisory 
Editors. Doug Blankenship, 
Chairman of the Board, said 
that the men selected "have 
distinguished themselves in one 
or more fields of endeavor to 
the point of being outstanding." 
associations, and ~ilitary 
commandants. Criteria for 
selection includes a man's service 
to others, professional excellence, 
business advancement, charitable 
activities, and civic and 
professional recognition. 
The nonprofit Outstanding 
Americans Foundation sponsors 
Outstanding Young Men of 
America. Mr. John Putnam, 
president of this Foundation, said, 
"It is the purpose of Outstanding 
Young Men of America to 
recognize and honor the young 
men in our country who are 
working toward excellence in 
their careers and community 
service. It is these young men who 
will soon be leaders of our 
country." 
The men chosen must be 
between the ages of 21 and 35 and 
are nominated for the award by 
Jaycee chapters, college alumni 
This publication "presents a 
most fitting testimonial not only 
to the success of many of our 
young people, but also to their 
awareness of the debt which they 
owe our free society,'' 
commented President Richard M. 
Nixon. 
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IS THIS YOU? 
I am opposed to the Viet Nom War (and 
any such war that is not based upon the defense 
of our country) . Please send me application to the 
Ministry of your Church, as well as information as 
to its beliefs and membership throughout the 
world . 
It is my understanding that if I am accepted 
to the ministry of your Church, I can not consci· 
entiously participate in any military involvement 
not directly concerned with the defense of our 
country or its possessions. I further understand 
that training will not interfere with my normal 
work or academic schedule, and I can choose 
my own location of service to God and humanity. 
Enclosed is $1.00 to cover the clerical expenses and 
cost of mailing. 
Name .......•.........•............................. Age ....... .. . 
Address ........................................................... . 
City ................................. State ............ Zip ......... . 
Mail entire ad to: Church of the Humanitarian God, 
P.O. Box 13236, St. Petersburg, Florida 33733. 
L-----------------------J E&J 
Self Service 
Laundry 
18 min. wosh 
10 min. dry 
"Across from Regis" 
